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The Dichotomies of the City and the Self 

“I never sleep, ‘cause sleep is the cousin of death 
I lay puzzle as I backtrack to earlier times 
Nothing's equivalent, to the New York state of mind.” 
 -Nas, “New York State of Mind” 

 On Cornelia Street, in Greenwich Village, scaffolding intruded upon the pleasing aesthet-

ic of the quaint, polished storefronts and brick-laid brownstones, but the calming emotional at-

mosphere, a result of the authentically charming character of the street itself in addition to that of 

the independently-owned shops, was nevertheless preserved. This street, the first of many en-

countered on a particularly enjoyable exploration of the Village, seemed to resist the wave of su-

perficiality attempting to swallow up its idiosyncratic character. But, alas, Cornelia Street was 

already tainted with its first bout of consumerist culture. A historical destination, the Cornelia 

Street Café, once a haven for artists, poets, and musicians, was now infested with oblivious 

tourists mindlessly sipping their coffees, cellphones in hand in order to document their enviable 

“cultural” adventures. In a 1982 article for The New Yorker, Calvin Trillin observed that, “A 

place like the Cornelia Street Café is jammed on weekends with people looking for Village at-

mosphere.” Perhaps the tourists were seeking an “authentic” Greenwich Village experience. This 

so-called “Village atmosphere” is ambiguous and subjective, but such an environment, however 

one chooses to define it, is unquestionably threatened by the country’s consumerist culture. The 

constant inundation of superficiality and the noise from profit-seeking empires threaten to rob 

the Village, or any place or being, of its most essential idiosyncrasies. Authenticity, then, must 

not be eclipsed by external forces, for it is through the celebration of the unique that one begins 

to thrive.  
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 A significant period of time elapsed before I recognized the value of authenticity. 

Throughout middle school and high school, I grew obsessed with maintaining a particular self-

identity, one defined by timidity, good grades, politeness, constant feigned happiness, and perfec-

tion. While attempting to preserve this air of “perfection,” a sort of fabricated “self atmosphere,” 

I became trapped in a prison of my own making. Artificiality besieged my body, rendering me 

unapproachable, for my unnaturally high-pitched voice and seemingly unending joy, combined 

with nervous repetitions of “sorry,” “please,” and “thank you,” struck people as odd and slightly 

frightening. I was only trying to be polite.  

 Any thought, belief, or action that contradicted what I had so firmly deemed as in align-

ment with my desired image was forbidden, as remaining within my self-fabricated mold could 

not be compromised. This way of life—of pretending to be someone I was not—proved to be 

exhausting and required a certain level of superficiality in order to conceal the goings on of my 

brain, which was screaming, begging to be allowed to express itself and explore the realm of the 

forbidden.  

 After turning onto Bleecker Street, animated with too many noisy cars and cold pedestri-

ans, Morton Street was far more inviting with its refreshing inactivity. The most noticeable ele-

ment of the street was, in fact, not the bustle of apathetic New Yorkers but rather a provocative 

piece of art. A colorful mixture of paint and marker added excitement to the rather banal painted 

brick, which served as an impromptu canvas. A green creature wearing a blue sweater was ac-

companied by a series of multi-colored lines, another creature with spikes protruding out of his 

head like a halo, and an orange, stand-alone arm. The dichotomy of the posh, tranquil side-street 

and the unapologetically loud graffiti was intriguing because, despite their opposing elements, 
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each contributed to the character of the other, enriching the surrounding atmosphere as a whole. 

This was authenticity in its purest form. 

 Personal dichotomies were amongst the most salient identity-compromisers of the forbid-

den realm. One could not enjoy N.W.A. and Tchaikovsky, nor appreciate the politically incorrect 

subtleties of South Park in addition to more artistically abstract films such as Slumdog Million-

aire or A Prophet. To reveal any interest in such “unrefined” things was to threaten the credibility 

of one’s own refinery. This toxic mentality, however, was flawed, for it later became evident that 

exposing oneself to opposite ends of myriad categorical spectrums produced an air of approach-

ability, enabling more meaningful friendships to form. Just as the (likely illegal) piece of art on 

Morton Street complimented its overall aesthetic, contributing to the “Village atmosphere” with 

its edginess and unapologetic authenticity, so too does an unexpected element of one’s character 

contribute to the beautiful complexity of a human being.   

 Further exploration led to the tranquility of Bedford Street, with its impressive collection 

of well-kept townhouses whose porches were decorated with pumpkins and wreathes, welcoming 

the much-anticipated arrival of Fall. This street authentically emanated the quaint, posh Village 

charm as opposed to the hyper-commercialized tourist traps of the more congested areas around 

Sixth Avenue or Downing Street, for example. Couples walked their dogs, parents held their 

children’s hands, and at one point, a man with impossibly-toned calves walked by with a yoga 

mat swung over his shoulder. In his essay, “On the Aesthetics of Urban Walking and Writing,” 

Phillip Lopate expands upon the idiosyncratic characters of a place, acknowledging how, “Each 

New Yorker can seem like a minor character who has honed his or her persona into a sharp, 

three-second cameo. You have only an instant to catch the passerby’s unique gesture or telltale 
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accessory.” These were the characters of the real Greenwich Village, living their lives in a neigh-

borhood threatened by the exploitative impositions of people with no appreciation for that which 

is genuine. This small stretch of Bedford Street, unadulterated by any semblance of superficiality 

or tourism, provided a rare moment of calm amidst the chaos of the city. 

 My mind, soothed by the absence of obtrusive urban stimuli, quieted. The noise of cyclic 

thoughts concerning future tasks dimmed, leaving space to appreciate the subtlest kiss of rain on 

the skin and the bursts of color from the bright red doors and flower-laden planters. Authenticity 

can be difficult to describe concretely, but is easily recognizable. The soothing atmosphere of 

Bedford Street was a telling indicator of its genuine character. In the absence of external incur-

sions, the true essence of a place or being reveals itself more easily. Perhaps Bedford Street 

seemed so in tune with the “Village atmosphere” because it was untainted by any imposing 

judgements or pressure from the rest of the city.  

 Stillness was yet another contradiction that belonged among the forbidden realm. It 

seemed obvious that inactivity only hindered any attempt at productivity and that one had to con-

sistently appear productive in order to establish a credible reputation—one defined by an out-

standing work ethic, which, of course, contributed to the desired air of perfection. This rigid be-

lief only grew stronger over time, eventually developing into a fear of inactivity and the conse-

quent feelings of inferiority and worthlessness. Remaining busy served as an effective method 

for avoiding stillness, preventing these negative emotions that would have inevitably ensued. 

What later became shockingly evident, however, after slowly learning to embrace the di-

chotomies of the self, was that stillness served as an essential component in recognizing the val-
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ue of one’s authenticity. Quiet reflection renders oneself more genuine by catalyzing a confronta-

tion with, and the subsequent acceptance of, one’s idiosyncrasies.   

 The sudden realization of how the battle between authenticity and superficiality in 

Greenwich Village resembled an almost identical struggle within the self occurred on Downing 

Street while returning home. The street, lacking any defining characteristics, had become a vic-

tim of placelessness. It lost what had once contributed to its genuine nature, serving as a re-

minder of an ever-encroaching consumerist culture that seeks to compromise the essence of a 

place in pursuit of profit. The true essence of Greenwich Village exists not in the areas overcome 

by superficiality, but rather in those defined by quaint storefronts, family-owned restaurants, his-

torical significance, and social acceptance. Places like Bedford Street, Grove Street, and Christo-

pher Street possess a certain allure as a result of these unique defining characteristics. In cele-

brating and fighting to maintain such distinctive qualities, they have earned the respect of those 

who value authenticity. Perhaps places like these—those that truly contribute to the “Village at-

mosphere”— are approachable because they are relatable. By celebrating sincerity, the value 

found in that which is genuine is preserved, preventing the ever-encroaching wave of homogene-

ity from robbing an entity of its characteristic beauty.  
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